
VIBOX8 SLOMO
SLOWMOTION SERVER



The ViBox8 SloMo builds upon the powerful ViBox technology to
offer the next generation, affordable replay solution.  This solution 
offers the same intuitive and instinctive touchscreen approach for 
replays to create a user interface designed to harness the next generation
of operators. It is the only tool users need to produce cutting-edge
content without thinking about the technology behind it.

VIBOX8 SLOMO
The most powerful and intuitive
slowmotion solution

Features

Replays & highlights
Super slow motion recording
Import / Export of media
Powerful and instinctive editing
Dedicated remote controller

ViBox8 SloMo Touch UI

Hardware Unit

Remote Controller

The ViBox8 SloMo is the most cost effective yet powerful solution for live replays offering a pioneering
solution which breaks with traditional concepts and brings a modernized user experience to slow-
motion replays.  

The extensive slow motion and editing capabilities built into the ViBox8 SloMo system are combined 
with a new touchscreen UI approach. With this natural and instinctive UI, ViBox8 SloMo bolsters the
next generation of slow motion operators. The ease of operation allows the focus to be on the editorial
aspects of replays with a fluid interaction within the interface during operation.  The additional option for 
a traditional dedicated replay controller brings another layer of speed and control with the combined
interaction between remote and touch UI.

The ViBox8 SloMo offers 8 configurable channels for up to 6 standard HD camera inputs, which includes
the option for super slow motion cameras up to 6x frame rates.  The import and export of media is also
available to allow content management.  

Experience the next evolution of slow motion replays at an affordable cost without compromise on quality
in the ViBox8 SloMo!
 



Discover the Future of
Live Replay … Simply at
your Fingertips!

The ViBox8 - SloMo smart design is built around 
a touchscreen interface that removes the worry

The ViBox8 - SloMo allows users to focus and act
upon what they see and instincely navigate
the UI to create the same high-end replays at 
a fraction of the cost. This cost reduction does
not compromise on the quality or features offered
in the innovative design of the ViBox8 - SloMo
application, which includes the option to record
super slow motion, high frame rate cameras.

Applications

Mobile trucks / OB Vans
Live Studio
Stadiums and Arenas
Collegiate and Educational 

ViBox8 - SloMo - Fast and Powerful Slow Motion Solution

The ViBox8 - SloMo architecture also brings
flexibility for remote, at-home productions. 
The system allows the back-end hardware to 
be located on-site while the UI can be extended 
via Ethernet to the production facility with the 
additional of the optional PC interface. This 
allows for a smaller footprint and less people 
needed on location or the ability to add super 
motion cameras to at-home productions with-
out the need to send all the individual SDI 
phases back to the production hub.

of operating and learning complicated equipment.

The ViBox8 - SloMo includes the option for a 
dedicated remote controller for traditional use

which allows quick and hands-on editing with 
logical interactions between remote and UI.



Video
6 x HD SDI / NDI Inputs
2 x HD SDI / NDI Outputs
Options for SSM Inputs
6 Preview and 2 PGM
Codec: DNxHD 120 / 145

Audio
Embedded audio: 16 tracks per video channel
(input or output)

Storage

Network
2 x 1 Gigabit Ethernet ports

Controller
Touchscreen
Dedicated controller (option)

Operating System
MS Windows 10

Physical

Power

Technical Specifications

Internal RAID Storage 5 x 4TB (240 hours of HD
Recording)
USB3 connectors for import from / export
to external storage

Main unit: 4RU Chassis, 60 cm / 23.6" Depth,
25 kg / 55 lb

Redundant Power Supply: 110 / 230 V 800W


